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OVERVIEW AND FEATURES:-

The SPA DESIGN Remote laptimer is a track side lap timing system using an infra red beam transmitter, infra red 
receiver, in car display unit and radio transmitter, and remote (pitwall) display.

The transmitter beacon is mounted at the trackside, and emits an infra red across the circuit. Fitted in the car is a 
small remote mounted receiver tube, connected to a dash mounted display unit. A small radio transmitter is also 
fitted to the  dash mounted display unit. This sends the lap time data to the remote display back in the paddocks.

As the car passes the beam, the receiver picks up the signal, measures the lap time, and displays it to the driver, along 
with previous lap data (fastest lap, last lap, comparison lap see display and menu system), the same data is also sent 
to the remote display unit.

All of the lap times are stored in FLASH memory inside the display unit, and inside the remote display unit. From 
here the lap times can be viewed, or downloaded to a PC. No power is needed to retain this memory.

The transmitter beacon uses an encoded infra red beam, which gives it a unique channel identification, so only the 
intended receiver or receivers in cars will be activated. Also the car display unit sends a unique (programmable) car 
number, so that the remote receiver can identify that car if more than one car are using the SPA remote laptimer 
system.

Here are some features of the SPA REMOTE LAPTIMER system:-

q Lap memory for up to 2000 laps.

q User selectable multiple sessions for up to 200 sessions stored in memory.

q Exact display of in cars lap time data for accurate timing.

q Display options for showing combinations of current lap, previous lap, best lap, compare lap.

q Compact remote display unit, can be clip board mounted.
 
q Computer download option with Windows based analysis software.

q Easy menu channel and car number selection for 99 infra red channels and 255 car numbers.

q 150 meters range for remote display (approx).
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SETTING THE REMOTE TRANSMITTER:-

The remote laptimer transmitter should be mounted so that is has a clear line of sight path to the remote laptimer 
(pitwall) display. A window is ideal, but a fibre glass panel is fine too. You cannot mount it on a metal panel as this 
will block the radio signal.

The transmitter is completely water proof.

The remote laptimer transmitter will work along side other SPA remote laptimer transmitters provided that they do 
not block infra red beacon passing it at the same instant in time.
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DISPLAY AND MENU SYSTEM:-

When the laptimer in car display switched on,  SPA PIT TIMER is displayed, and after this you will see an 
information screen. This tells you:-

1) How many laps can be stored in memory (laps free)
2) Your current session number that lap data is to be stored in.
3) Your current lap to store (if session still in use)

After 4 seconds, the display will change to PIT TIMER READY, it is now ready to receive lap time signals.

When the car first passes the transmitter beacon, the laptimer display start showing your current lap and lap time. 
After that, every time the car passes the beacon, the display may show last lap, fastest lap, comparison lap on line 2 
of the display, or can be set to flash various combinations of these for a (programmable) number of seconds. The 
way the display shows these is set with the menu system. 
If you have the remote pitwall laptimer option fitted, then the laptime data is also transmitted via the radio 
transmitter box. The same data that the driver sees is then received on the remote laptimer unit.

The red button can be pressed at any time to view the fastest lap (in the current session) and the total fastest lap (all 
sessions in memory)

After the race, the laptimes can be viewed on the display unit, or all lap sessions in memory downloaded to a PC, for 
viewing, storing and printing in a traditional LAP TIME SHEET format.

To access the laptimer display menu, hold down the red button while the laptimer is switched on. On the display you 
will see "Replay laps" on the LCD display, now release the button. If you now press the red button momentarily 
again you will see the display change to the next menu option, keep doing this to familiarise yourself with them. A 
brief sequential view of options and there meaning is shown below:-

Display shows: What it does:

Replay laps Use this to display your laps stored in  memory.

Next session Use this to increment to the next  session to be used. The display also 
shows the current session in use.

Fastest laps Use this to access fastest laps and total fastest laps.

Download data Use this to download all sessions of your lap times to a PC.
 

Channel Use this to select the transmitter channel the in car laptimer system is using. 
(IE set Channel to the same as the transmitter channel)

Car number Use this to set a unique identification number for the car.

Line 2 display Use this to select which lap data you would like to display on line 2 of the LCD 
display.

Flash lap Use this to select which lap data you would like to be flashed on line 2 or 
combinations on line 1 and line 2 of the display.

Flash Time Use this to set the time for Flash lap data above to be displayed.
Display shows: What it does:
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Delete sessions Use this to delete all stored lap data. All data is lost after using this option.

Backlight on Use this to select the LCD backlight on/off

Contrast Use this to set the LCD display contrast.

Restart Pit timer Use this to exit the menu and start laptimer.

Press again and the menu will go back to Replay laps.
Here is a detailed breakdown of the Laptimer menu options:-

Replay laps Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, laptime for lap 1 session 1 will be displayed. 
Single click to view one lap at a time, or press and hold (for 2 seconds) to fast forward through the laps. If you reach 
the end of a session, the session will increment up (if there is one) and show lap times from lap 1 in that session etc. 
When you have reached the last lap in memory (IE the last lap on the last session) the display will return to lap 1, 
session 1. When you wish to exit Replay laps, leave the red button for 4 seconds and the menu will return.

Next session This also shows the current session in use. If you wish to start a new one, press and hold down the red 
button. After 2 seconds the next new session number will be displayed. After selecting Next session, the fastest lap 
stored in memory will be reset, ready for a new one in the new session. Sessions never change until you use this 
option, your laps will continue to increment up until you select Next session.

Fastest laps Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the fastest lap in the session will be display in the 
top, indicated by the FL symbol, and the fastest total laps of all sessions on the bottom line, indicated by the FT 
symbol.

Download data Connect the laptimer to the serial port (comm port) on the PC using the Laptimer download cable. 
Start the Laptimer software on the PC. If you have not set-up the serial port for your computer in laptimer, use the 
online help to guide you through it. You must complete this before you carry on below.

Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the display will show ‘Ready for PC..’ Now press the ‘Get 
data’ button on the Laptimer software (see online help for further details). The display should now change to 
‘Sending to PC’, and after a few seconds data will be uploaded to the host PC. Note that if only a small amount of 
data is to be sent, you may not see the ‘sending to PC’ message due to the speed it flashes.
If there is a problem with received data in any way, the PC will retry to upload it.

When you have finished downloading, press the red button again to return to the menu.

Channel Use this to select the transmitter channel the in car laptimer system is using. Another team may be using 
another SPA Laptimer system on another channel, they may also be using the same car number (see below). The 
Remote laptimer will only accept data that has  a matching channel and car number, so that two (or more) sytems 
will not interfere with each other.

To set the channel number, press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the current transmitter beacon 
channel to pickup from will be displayed. Any number of cars may share the same transmitter beacon and channel 
number. 
Single click to increment the channel number, or press and hold again for 2 seconds and the channel number will 
count up quickly. When the number reaches 99 it will go back to 1.
To return to the menu, leave the button for 4 seconds.

Car number Use this to set a unique identification number for the car. If the remote laptimer matches this number 
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(and the channel number), then it will accept the data from the car and display and store it. This enables any number 
of laptimers to be used together in the same paddocks without interfering with each other. Any number of remote 
laptimers may pick up an individual car number, or they can be set to pick out separate cars.

To change the number, press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the current car number for the remote 
laptimer to pickup from will be displayed. 
Single click to increment the car number, or press and hold again for 2 seconds and the car number will count up 
quickly. When the number reaches 255 it will go back to 1.
To return to the menu, leave the button for 4 seconds.

Line 2 display Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the display  will show the current selection the 
bottom line. These are in sequence Fastest lap, Last lap and Compare time +- . Single click to change the current 
selection.
If Fastest lap option is selected, then the display continuously shows the fastest recorded lap in the current session 
on line 2. This is shown by the FL symbol on the display.
If Last lap option is selected, then the display continuously shows the last recorded lap on line 2. This is show by the 
LL symbol on the display.
If Compare time +- option is selected, then the display continuously shows the last recorded lap time compared with 
the lap time before that, as plus or minus figure. IE if your last lap was say 2.123 seconds up or down on the 
previous lap. This is shown by the ++ or -- symbol on the display.
To return to the menu, leave the button for 4 seconds.
Note that if you have any Flash lap options on (see below), this will override any line 2 display settings.

Flash lap Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the display  will show the current selection the 
bottom line. These are in sequence None, Fastest lap, Last lap, Compare time +- (for single line flashes), Fast & 
last lap, Comp & fast lap, Comp & last lap (for combined line 1 and 2 flashes).
Single click to change the current selection.
If None option is selected, then no flash laps are shown and the display option is then set by the Line 2 display 
option above.
If Fastest lap option is selected, then the display shows the fastest recorded lap in the current session on line 2 for a 
number of seconds and then line 2 goes blank again. The fastest lap is shown by the FL symbol on the display.
If Last lap option is selected, then the display shows the last recorded lap on line 2 for a number of seconds and then 
line 2 goes blank again. The last lap is shown by the LL symbol on the display.
If Compare time +- option is selected, then the display shows the last recorded lap time compared with the lap time 
before that, as plus or minus figure. This is shown on line 2 for a number of seconds and then line 2 goes blank 
again. The compare lap is shown by the ++ or -- symbol on the display.
If Fast & last lap option is selected, then the display shows the fastest recorded lap in the current session on line 1, 
and the last recorded lap on line 2, for a number of seconds and then line 2 goes blank and line 1 returns to showing 
the current lap time. The fastest lap is shown by the FL symbol with a chequered symbol around it, and then last lap 
is shown by an LL symbol.
If Comp & fast lap option is selected, then the display shows the fastest recorded lap in the current session on line 1, 
and the last recorded lap time compared with the lap time before that, as plus or minus figure on line 2, for a number 
of seconds and then line 2 goes blank and line 1 returns to showing the current lap time. The fastest lap is shown by 
the FL symbol with a chequered Symbol around it, and the compare lap is shown by a ++ or -- symbol.
If Comp & last lap option is selected, then the display shows the last recorded lap on line 1, and the last recorded 
lap time compared with the lap time before that, as plus or minus figure on line 2, for a number of seconds and then 
line 2 goes blank and line 1 returns to showing the current lap time. The last lap is shown by an LL symbol, and the 
compare lap is shown by a ++ or -- symbol.
The time for which the selected flash lap options are displayed is set by the flash time setting below.
To return to the menu, leave the button for 4 seconds.

Flash Time Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the current flash time (in seconds) will be 
displayed.
Single click to increment the flash time, or press and hold again for 2 seconds and the flash time will count up 
quickly. When the number reaches 60 it will go back to 1.
If the beacon is passed while the flash options are still being displayed, the lap times displayed are updated.
To return to the menu, leave the button for 4 seconds.
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Delete sessions Warning all data will be lost after using this option. Make sure you have downloaded, or recorded 
the data you need to keep before using this option, it cannot be reversed.
Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the display will show ‘Sessions deleted’. All the memory is 
now free to use, and fastest times are reset.

Backlight on Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the display will change to Backlight off. Press 
and hold again to restore the backlight again.

Contrast Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the current contrast number will be displayed.
Single click to increment (lighten) the contrast, or press and hold again for 2 seconds and the contrast number will 
count up quickly. When the number reaches 16 it will go back to 1 (dark).
Note that the contrast also effects the viewing angle, and vice versa.

Restart Pit timer Press and hold down the red button. After 2 seconds, the display will go blank. When you release 
the button, then remote laptimer will restart (the same as when you switch it on).

OPERATIONAL NOTES

It is a good idea to test the remote laptimer before race testing. If you place the infra red transmitter beacon so that it 
is pointing toward the cars receiver, switch everything on, then you will get laptimes transmitted every 4 secs (or as 
per the retrigg time, see page 7 of the laptimer manual).

Once you are racing, if you come into the pits after say lap 5, then laptime will continue to count up. If you continue 
racing, your pit stop time will be included in your lap 5 time.

However, if you switch the laptimer off in the pits, it will not store any data for lap 5 as it was never finished. When 
you switch the laptimer back on again, it will start on lap 5 again, but from scratch. This means that you will have to 
pass the transmitter beacon to start lap 5 timing again. If you wish to restart from lap 1 on the laptimer again, you 
need to select Next session from the menu system. In this case, the Fastest lap time will be reset.
The laptimer will work on battery voltages as low as 9v although the backlight will not be visible at this voltage. If 
the battery voltage falls below approx 8.5v, the a Low battery warning will be flashed on the display. If the battery 
voltage falls below 8v then the laptimer will be reset.

Please note that the remote laptimer does not follow the lap and session system of the cars laptimer display unit. It is 
left up to the user to decide whether to synchronise this with the drivers display unit, or use their own system. IE The 
laps will increment up until a new session is started, regardless of whether a new session has been started with the in 
car lap timer.

The remote laptimer can store a maximum of 2038 laps.
The maximum number of sessions allowed is 999, but the more sessions you use, the less lap memory is available. 
This is because each new session uses half a lap of memory. EG If you use 200 sessions, then there will be ‘only’ 
1938 lap available between them. Also ‘only’ 999 laps can be used per session.

Wet weather use
You can use the remote laptimer in wet weather. The connectors are sealed to IP68, and the remote display is water 
proof. However the range of the remote laptimer may be reduced slightly by rain dampening effect, and water 
detuning the antenna. 

SPECIFICATIONS:-

TRANSMITTER:-
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INPUT VOLTAGE: 8.5-14.0 VOLTS ONLY
CONSUMPTION:     10 mA @ 12 VOLTS 
WEIGHT:            xxxg
SIZE               43mm x 65mm x 33mm HIGH
CABLE LENGTH:  1 METRE
FIXING: VELCRO

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: 0 - 50
O

C
TRANSMITTER DISTANCE: 150 METRES approx.

DISPLAY UNIT:-
INPUT VOLTAGE   8.0-20 VOLTS (working)
CONSUMPTION     125 mA (backlit) @ 12 VOLTS 

45 mA (non backlit) @ 12 VOLTS
FUSE  20mm glass 250mA Fast(F).
LAP TIMER ACCURACY:       AS PER CARS LAPTIMER UNIT
LAP TIMER RESOLUTION: 6.4uS (DISPLAYED TO 1mS)
DATA STORAGE:          FLASH
WEIGHT:                XXXg 
SIZE:                100mm x 50m x 26mm DEEP 
FIXING: VELCRO

CABLE LENGTHS: POWER SUPPLY 0.75m
OPTIONAL PC DOWNLOAD LEAD 2m

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS:-
INPUT VOLTAGE: 25 VOLTS
LAPTIME 99.999 SECONDS

DISPLAY TEMPERATURE  0 - 50
O

C
LAPS PER SESSION 999
SESSIONS 999
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INSTALLATION NOTES

There is only the power connection to make for the remote laptimer display. This can be from any 12V battery. 
Make sure that you switch the power on and off in some way so that you can access the menu system on the laptimer 
IE fit an on/off switch for the laptimer. Use a small sealed lead acid gel battery (1.2 Ah) for best results. You can use 
a PP3 (9V)battery, but the battery will have a very limited life. Also the backlight will be very dim, so it would be 
best to switch it off (using the menu system) and save considerable battery power.

DO'S & DON'TS :-

DO ensure that the laptimer remote transmitter cable is not run next to any power cables or especially cables carrying 
switching current EG ignition coil feeds. Try to run cables next to the chassis.

DONT'S
DO NOT allow cables to run through sharp edged apertures without protection.

DO NOT fix the cables next to or onto any surface likely to exceed 80 degrees Centigrade.

REMOTE TRANSMITTER INSTALLATION, DO'S & DON'TS :-

DO'S
DO ensure that the remote transmitter antenna is mounted either on a window, or on a non metallic part of the car 
(EG fibre glass). The antenna should be as vertical as possible.

DONT'S
Do not mount the remote laptimer transmitter so that the antenna is within 150mm of a metal object (EG roll bar).


